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WELCOME

Greetings and welcome to the second issue of the PALI Guidon.
You may ask why the PALI Guidon?

The significance and importance of the guidon is that it represents the unit and its commanding officer. In the
case of PALI, it represents the organization and the Administration. It is a place to go for guidance and to rally
around when power in numbers is necessary. There is always a comfort in the sight of the Guidon as you
realize all of your comrades in arms shall also be heading there for support, guidance and to formulate a plan.
Our Guidon is our legacy. It is what we stand for, believe in and what we want others to recognize us for.
With all that is currently going on in the world it is good to have a rally point. A place to turn for guidance and
know that one can seek respite under the flag recognizing that our brothers and sisters shall watch out for and
over us while we rest.
As this newsletter continues to grow, we as editors hope that this newsletter shall grow into a rally point for
PALI Members and Private Investigators, Law Enforcement, and Industry personnel from around the country
and perhaps the world. The PALI Guidon is aimed at providing PALI members, and the industry information,
initiatives, incentives, and the occasional interesting bit of worthless information.
You will also notice that this newsletter is completely digital by design. It is produced in this fashion to direct
traffic to the PALI website. Members will be able to share it by copying the PDF as well as direct traffic to the
PALI site by simply sharing the link in the hopes of creating increased awareness of the Association, what it
stands for and what it does. As we grow as a digital footprint, so shall the newsletter reaching Attorneys,
District Attorneys, Law Enforcement, Security and others who share the same or similar passion, vocation and
avocation of PALI.

On this, the last day of summer 2020, Sandy and I hope you will find something useful in this newsletter.
Whether it be information on an issue you were unaware of, a small nugget of wisdom you can take away, or
perhaps a new way to grow your company in this POST COVID-19-2 world.
Enjoy the newsletter and feel free to reach out to us at frank@deandfrea.biz with suggestions for the
upcoming FALL/WINTER edition.
Authors of Articles are always wanted as well as recipes, information for the good of the order and ideas to
make this better.
Remember, Wash your hands often, Cough into your elbow, and wear your mask.
Spread the word, share the link. https://www.pali.org/

***All articles are the opinion of the author and not necessarily that of PALI itself. The content of

this Newsletter is Copyright 2020, Pennsylvania Association of Licensed Investigators. All rights reserved.
Reproduction is prohibited without the expressed permission of the Author. Nothing herein should be
construed as legal advice without consulting the appropriate legal authority. ***

Hello, Colleagues!

Summer 2020 Issue

I hope this find you well during these unsettling times. I know we’re all facing some financial and
emotional hardships during the Covid-19 epidemic. I have just recently become certified as a Covid-19
Contact Trace Investigator through the Johns Hopkins University Hospital. I thought I had a pretty good
idea of how the virus spreads as a result of watching the news. I was wrong! I’d suggest that everyone
stop listening to those in politics and pay attention to those in the health care hierarchy and scientists.
I have good news and bad news. The bad news is that our conference at the Hershey Lodge has been
cancelled for this year for the health and safety of our colleagues. The good news is we have contracted
to go back to the Hershey Lodge next year to begin the evening of Tuesday, September 21st for preregistration, and the conference itself on Wednesday and Thursday, September 22nd and 23rd, 2021.
Further, all of our speakers and vendors have confirmed their availability for the new dates. The block
of rooms we reserved increased in price from $149.00 to $155.00 per night. That is significantly less
than their standard fee. We also negotiated to have our entire down payment applied to next year.
We are planning to have a Webinar via Zoom with Jeff Stein as speaker who will be addressing “Loss
Prevention and How To Market Yourself” as ways you can work through this pandemic and bring in
income. This Zoom webinar on – “Investigating Outside The Box” shall take place shall take place
Tuesday, September 15th at 11 am. Members may join the meeting with the following LINK:
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85012609237
Meeting ID: 850 1260 9237
I will send out a reminder e-mail via listserv prior to the date but please mark your calendars.
I mentioned in our first issue that I finished my second book, “From A Different Chair.” I ordered 125
copies and they sold out within a week. It is now in its second printing. “Somewhere Out There” is also
available if anyone is interested. It’s a “how to” book on finding biological parents and children. You can
purchase them by e-mailing me at DetLaw@aol.com or through PImagazine.com.
I also want to remind you that our great PALI supporter/sponsor/vendor, Dr. Tom Santarlas, has offered
his very impressive software package “My Private Eye” at a 40% discount to our members. You will
see more about that in the content of this newsletter. I’d be remiss if I didn’t once again thank Frank
and Sandy DeAndrea for their hard work and dedication to make Guideon happen.
Please stay safe!

Best Regards,
Eileen Law, VSM, CMPE President
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Last Issue we asked: “What does your flag stand for?” In keeping with reminding us how important a
guidon is and the significance and symbolism it holds, I would like to take you back in time. Come
with me if you will to the year 1840. William H. Carney was born a slave in Norfolk, Virginia. His
family was granted freedom and moved to Massachusetts. Carney secretly learned to read and write
and when the war broke out, in 1863, he joined the Union Army. Company C 54th Massachusetts
Colored Infantry Regiment. The first black unit recruited by the Union in the north.
In a few months Carney and his unit would find themselves in Charleston, South Carolina, July 18,
1863 Carneys’ Regiment charged Fort Wagner. During the charge, the color guard was shot.
Corporal Carney was nearest the flag and seeing the dying man stumble, he caught the falling flag.
Cpl. Carney was shot himself several times but refused to allow the Flag to touch the ground. He
crawled up the hill to the walls of Fort Wagner urging his fellow soldiers to follow him. Once there, he
secured the flag in the ground and kept it upright until he was rescued, nearly lifeless from his loss of
blood.
His heroism is solely responsible for motivating his fellow soldiers to winning the battle for Fort
Wagner.
May 23, 1900 Sgt. William H. Carney was awarded the Congressional Medal of honor and is the first
African – American recipient.

https://www.army.mil/article/181896/meet_sgt_william_carney_the_first_african_american_medal_of_honor_r
ecipient
So why this article now? Well, there is a lot that can be learned from History. Perhaps what struck me
in this article is the difference between Bravery and Courage.
There is a lot going on in the world right now. COVID-19-2 stress, Racial tension, Presidential election
tensions, Media Bias beliefs. No matter where you look issues have taken on epic proportions to the
point where cities are under siege and life as we know it is questioned, challenged, and changed.
Regardless of the side you choose, these are unsettling times. As Law Enforcement members,
specifically Private Investigators, we need to be cognizant of these issues and determine the path we
will take based on beliefs, training, ethics, and convictions.
Some of these choices we will make immediately without hesitation. Many of the other choices will
NOT be easy.
Hence, Bravery vs Courage.

Bravery is the ability to confront something painful or difficult, perhaps even life threatening without
any fear. Bravery is a quality, not a state of mind. Someone is brave. To that person it is effortless. It
is walking on the edge of a roof top without being worried about falling. It is accepting a friend’s dare
without care. It is jumping off a cliff into water far below without hesitation. Often Children are brave
due to a lack of fear. It is often said that there is a fine line between Bravery and Foolishness.
Conversely, courage is the ability to confront something painful or difficult, perhaps even life
threatening without any fear despite any fear. It is not a quality, it is a choice. The person feels the
fear, pain and danger but chooses to continue anyway. Unlike Bravery, Courage is driven by a
cause. The courageous person believes the cause is worth standing up for, worth fighting for, worth
dying for regardless of all the reasons not to. Courage takes great effort.
Even the root of the words demonstrates the difference. Brave comes form the Italian “Bravo” which
means bold, wild, savage. Courage comes from the French word for heart, “Coeur.”
As you may know, I speak internationally on Police Policy and Procedure Reform. Why Cops do
what they do. In 2019 after speaking to Intellenet in North Carolina, I was asked to speak to the
Minnesota Private Investigator Conference in 2020. No one at that time knew that COVID -19 -2 or
the current state of Police reform would be upon us.
At the time I was brave and said yes because as a 39 year veteran of Law Enforcement, it is NOT
easy to speak about Police reform, especially to Police. But, I confront the threatening uncomfortable
situations without fear because I believe it needs to be done.
With COVID-19-2 and all of the flight restrictions in place, I have been asked at least 5 times if I want
to cancel being the Keynote Speaker at the conference. This is where my Courage kicks in. I believe
so strongly in Police Reform that I am willing to traverse multiple airports, fly on several jet airliners
and spend time in a room full of mask clad individuals to spread the word. I believe the cause of
Police Policy and Procedure Reform is worth standing up for. I am willing to face the fear of flying
and possibility of contracting COVID-19-2 and this takes great effort but I believe in the cause.
As we as PALI members and as Private Investigators move down the path of our beliefs, training,
ethics, and convictions, we owe it to ourselves, our loved ones, our clients, our organization and the
men and women who share our profession to choose our path recognizing one day, perhaps sooner
than we would anticipate, it may need to be defended. If that time comes, one will hope the Guidon
will rally others with similar beliefs to rush to the need and aid of a cause worthy of defending.
So, if you are worried that you do not have Courage, do not fear. You will find it when the time is right.
Until then, remember,
A Guidon is nothing more than a signal of where to find the leader and in times of battle or strife, a
call to arms and a rally point. Spread the word, share the link. https://www.pali.org/

Stay safe,
Frank
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Frank DeAndrea, Jr. has over 35 years of Law Enforcement experience to include the United States Army
Military Police, retired Pennsylvania State Police Sergeant, prior Chief of Police City of Hazleton, Pennsylvania
and is the President of DeAndrea Investigations & Security LLC.
Mr. DeAndrea is a certified coroner, a court certified expert in fingerprint and footwear comparisons, evidence
collection, crime scene processing, and photography. He collected the evidence in six serial rape
investigations that was the test case for DNA Admissibility in Pennsylvania.
He designed the first Mobile Computer system for the Pennsylvania State Police along with the Automated
License Plate Recognition (ALPR) solution. He also designed the Motorola mobile computer screen in his
garage.
He is a subject matter expert on police policy and procedure investigations and how to investigate police
departments. He has written multiple regulations for state and municipal police departments and assisted in
writing the Pennsylvania Gaming Regulations when he opened and commanded the first Pennsylvania State
Police barracks at the first casino in Pennsylvania.
Mr. DeAndrea has spoken on Capitol Hill and the Pennsylvania State Capitol. He consults and trains federal
and state congressmen, senators and representatives, and frequently lectures to federal, state and local law
enforcement agencies and private investigators in police policy and procedure related issues. Frank can be
reached at: Frank@DeAndrea.biz
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In the Sherlock Holmes Cannon, there is mention of Sherlock Holmes carrying a revolver.
Various Sherlockian researchers have Identified several Webley revolvers that Sherlock Holmes may
have carried to include the Webley .422, the Webley .450 Bull Dog and the Webley .450 Short
Barreled Metropolitan Police Revolver. These three Webley revolvers will be the focus of this singular
investigation.
Webley .422
The Webley .422 revolver first appeared in 1868 as a standard weapon for the Royal Irish
Constabulary (RIC). The weapon was manufactured in Birmingham, England. Because of its larger
size it was used for open carry by the Royal Irish Constabulary (RIC). The .422 was too large to be
utilized as a concealed carry revolver by the Metropolitan Police Scotland Yard detectives. The
uniformed Metropolitan Police did not carry a firearm.

Webley .422

Webley .450 Bull Dog
The .450 Webley Bull Dog revolver first appeared in 1868 as a concealable weapon for the Royal
Irish Constabulary (RIC). In 1878 Webley registered the trademark. The designation has come to
designate any short-barreled double-action revolver with a swing-out ejector rod with a small grip.
Because of its small size the Webley Bull Dog revolver was used as a concealed carry revolver by
private individuals in England and the United States. A Webley .450 Bull Dog sadly was used to
assassinate United States President James A. Garfield on July 2, 1881.

Webley .450 Bull Dog.

Webley .450 Short Barreled Metropolitan Police Revolver

The Metropolitan Police Revolvers began production 1883 in Birmingham, England. This revolver
was an update to the 1868 Webley Royal Irish Constabulary (R.I.C.) The updated model was adopted
by the London Metropolitan Police in October 1883 for concealed carry by Scotland Yard Detectives.

Webley .450 Short Barreled Metropolitan Police Revolver advertisement with
extractions from The Standard, May 10th, 1884 and the Birmingham Daily Mail,
May 21, 1884.
The P. Webley & Son Model Metropolitan Police Revolver has a short barrel of 2 ½ inches in
length. The short and stout revolver holds 6 rounds of .450 Boxer and was designed to be carried
concealed by the Scotland Yard police detectives because it easy to carry unnoticed in a detective’s
coat pocket.

Dr. Benny’s Webley .450 Short Barreled Metropolitan Police Revolver

To verify that a revolver is indeed a Metropolitan Police issue Webley one would need to examine
the left side of the revolver frame. At that location it would be stamped “POLICE WEBLEY’S” over a
pair of cuffed hands above the marking “M.P.” for Metropolitan Police. It would also have had a
Metropolitan Police inventory number stamped below the cuffed hands stamp. As an example, in the
photograph the inventory stamp reads 1543.

Dr. Benny’s Webley .450 Short Barreled Metropolitan Police Revolver with the
Metropolitan Police markings and inventory number.

The top of the revolver frame would be marked “P. WEBLEY & SON/BIRMINGHAM”. It would
also be stamped with the words, London/Birmingham to further designate the revolver being
manufactured for the Metropolitan Police in London at the Birmingham factory.

Dr. Benny’s Webley .450 Short Barreled Metropolitan Police Revolver with the Webley London
designation and name of city of manufacture.
Which of the Webley Revolvers Did Sherlock Holmes Carry?
Sherlock Holmes may have carried numerous types of revolvers. If Sherlocks Holmes could carry
only one of the Webley revolvers I submit that it would be the .450 Short Barreled Metropolitan Police
Revolver.
I have made this deduction that Sherlock Holmes would have selected the .450 Short Barreled
Metropolitan Police Revolver based on several observations. The .450 Short Barreled Metropolitan
Police Revolver is smaller than the Webley. 422 and would be more easily concealed in Sherlock
Holmes coat pocket. While the Webley Bull Dog is similar in size it can only fire 5 rounds verses the
Webley .450 Short Barreled Metropolitan Police Revolver six round capacity. It was the state-of-theart revolver at the time in England. Assuredly as a Consulting Detective Sherlock Holmes would have
acquired the most state-of-the-art revolver of his day. The most imperative reason why I believe

Sherlock Holmes would have selected the .450 Short Barreled Metropolitan Police Revolver is
because of its connection to Scotland Yard and the Metropolitan Police.

The Metropolitan Police Revolver is the Webley that I would have selected if I were Sherlock
Holmes, and in fact I did. I own the exquisite and historic .450 Short Barreled Metropolitan Police
Revolver displayed in the photographs within this fine article.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Daniel J. Benny, Ph.D., CPP, PCI, CII, CFE. CII is a Private Investigator located in Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania, United States. He holds a Ph.D. in Crimial Justice. He is a member of the World
Association of Detectives, Assosicaion of British Investigators, Councile of International Investigators,
Pennsylvania Association of Private Investigators, Pennsylvania Assocation of Licensed Investigators,
Association of Certified Fraud Examiners , ASIS International and the Sherlock Holmes Society of
London. He is the author of seven security related textbooks.
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Disclaimer: The information contained in this article is general legal information and should not be relied upon
as legal advice. Legal advice cannot be given without full consideration of all relevant information relating to an
individual’s situation. If you have a specific question, please consult an attorney.
There may come a time when you will be working with an attorney as well as a client for the purpose of
civil litigation. As a member of the Pennsylvania Association of Licensed Investigators, you are bound by its Code
of Conduct. Under PALI’s Code of Conduct, Rule 1.6, you are required to ensure that all investigated matters
remain in strict confidence barring specific exceptions as set forth in the Rule. However, there may come a time
that you will be required to make disclosures of a private investigation.
Generally speaking, any information that an investigator gives directly to a client is not protected by
privilege. If you do not have this protection, then your work can be subject to discovery during a court
proceeding. This would mean that you would have to release your witness interviews, reports and other
documents to potential adversaries involved in the litigation. Further, you may need to attend a deposition or
testify at a hearing regarding these documents and the work you have done.
However, if your client is an attorney, you may have some protection through attorney-client privilege
or the attorney work-product doctrine. It is important to note that being retained directly by an attorney does
not shield your work from discovery. Most judicial decisions about whether your materials are protected or not
is extremely fact-specific. There are no blanket rules that protect documents from discovery.
Attorney-Client Privilege
Attorney-client privilege usually will not attach to a private investigator’s work. Overall, there are several
elements that are needed for attorney-client privilege to exist. The client of the attorney is the only one that
can assert the privilege. An attorney or a third-party working with the attorney cannot assert this privilege. The
attorney’s client must be the party who is making the communication and it must be made to the attorney. The
communication must be made in confidence. The purpose of the communication is to obtain legal advice or
assistance in a legal proceeding. This privilege protects communications by and between the attorney and the
client. It does not stop the production of factual material.
If you are retained by an attorney as a third-party consultant, it is usually not for the purposes that are
encompassed by attorney-client privilege. However, there are some circumstances where a court may
determine that attorney-client privilege could attach to communications between a client, an attorney and/or
a private investigator. If the communications were made for the purpose of rendering legal services, then it
could be covered.
Work-Product Doctrine
The work-product doctrine is separate and apart from attorney-client privilege. The purpose is to protect
documents used by attorneys to develop legal theories about cases without fear that it must be discoverable.
This protects an attorney’s written statement, private memoranda and other documents that are made in

anticipation of litigation. The work-product doctrine can extend to materials that are prepared by a third-party
consultant. However, if documents are produced without an attorney’s direction or supervision, a private
investigator’s material could be determined to be made in the ordinary course of their business. If the
documents are not prepared for the purpose of developing legal theories for purposes of litigation, then it will
not be covered under the work-product doctrine.
This distinction could be seen in the case of McIlmail v. Archdiocese of Philadelphia, 189 A.3d 1100 (Pa.
Super 2018). An attorney hired a private investigator on behalf of the Archdiocese. The investigator met with
witnesses, took notes and memorialized witness statements. Plaintiff requested these materials and the
Archdiocese objected on the basis that the notes were protected under the work-product doctrine. The Superior
Court found that the investigator’s work was not related to legal work performed on behalf of the Archdiocese.
The basis for this finding was that meeting with witnesses and creating documents related to those meeting was
not related to an attorney creating legal theories or arguments to support a case.
Best Practices During Discovery Disputes
It is important to note that simply writing “attorney-client privilege” or “protected as a work-product”
does not shield a private investigator’s material from discovery. There are no tricks or quick fixes that ensure
that your materials are protected from disclosure. If you are hired for the purpose of litigation, it is best to
discuss these issues with the attorney beforehand.
If you are hired by an attorney, then you will need to follow the attorney’s lead on when to produce
documents. An attorney may inform you that they will be challenging discovery requests for production of
documents before the Court. The attorney is responsible for producing documents or information as required
by the Rules of Evidence, Rules of Civil Procedure and any Court Orders. Once an attorney instructs you to
provide materials, it is best to comply with these requests. Refusal to comply with a Court Order can result in
sanctions against the client and the attorney. Any sanctions that a client or attorney suffers due to a private
investigators refusal to comply could result in litigation against the investigator.
Overall, you must be mindful of your own Code of Conduct. If you believe that an attorney is asking you
to do something that you believe is wrong, you should discuss these concerns with the attorney that hired you.
It is recommended that you memorialize your concerns in writing with that attorney. Following that, it is also
acceptable to consult with another attorney if you require guidance separate and apart from your current case.
It is never worth your license to assist a client or an attorney to do something that violates the Code of Conduct,
a Court Order or the law.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Blair Hornstine, Esq. is the managing partner of Hornstine Law, LLC. Hornstine Law, LLC and its
affiliates law firms, represents clients in civil, criminal, commercial and disciplinary matters in
Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York and Florida. If you need further assistance, then please contact
our main office at 215-568-4968.
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My Private Eye®

Private Detective Software AND Process Server Software in One Program!

My Private Eye® provides private investigators and process servers the necessary tools to manage their caseload
with ease. The case software program enables users to quickly log data, electronically trade cases with other
detectives, upload videos and print professional affidavits.
The My Private Eye® software program was developed by a private investigator and process server. All the
advanced functionalities of My Private Eye® have been field tested and approved by seasoned investigators,
process servers, and former law enforcement officers.

PALI members will receive a 40% discount during their first year of usage. Simply notify the
My Private® team that you are a PALI member and the discounted pricing will be applied to
your account.

Contact Information:
Phone: 800-860-7731 x 1
e-mail: mypiangel@mypi.us
Website: www.mypi.us
facebook: https://www.facebook.com/myprivateeyesoftware

NOTE: NORMALLY ADVERTISING IN A NEWSLETTER IS PAID HOWEVER WHEN THERE IS SAVINGS AS A BENEFIT TO
THE MEMBERSHIP THE ADVERTISING SHALL BE PLACED IN THE NEWSLETTER AT THE PRESIDENT AND OR EDITOR’S
DISCRETION. ANY MEMBER WHO FEELS THERE IS A PARTICULAR BENEFIT TO THE MEMBERSHIP AS A WHOLE MAY
SUBMIT AN ADVERTISEMENT FOR REVIEW.

Tuesday, September 21, 2021
07:00 – 08:00 p.m.

Pre-registration for those staying at the Hershey Resort ~ Confection Lobby

Wednesday, September 22, 2021 ~ Wild Rose “A-B”
Vendors ~ Confection Lobby
*** PLEASE HOLD ALL QUESTIONS UNTIL AFTER THE SPEAKER HAS FINISHED THEIR
PRESENTATION.***
07:30 – 08:30 a.m.
08:30 – 08:45 a.m.
08:45 – 09:45 a.m.
10:10 – 11:30 a.m.
11:30 – 12:00 p.m.
12:00 – 01:20 p.m.
01:20 – 03:00 p.m.
03:00 – 03:10 p.m.
03:10 – 04:30 p.m.
04:30 – 06:00 p.m.
06:00 – 07:15 p.m.
07:30 – 11:00 p.m.

Registration and Continental Breakfast ~ Confection Lobby
Opening Remarks & Brief Attendee Self Introductions ~ President Eileen Law
"Are You Investigating Outside The Box?" ~ Jeff Stein, ELPS Private Detective Agency
“Sock Puppets, Social Media Mining & Social Engineering” ~ Heather Honey, Haystack
Investigations
Vendors & Sponsors Presentations
Lunch ~ Fire & Grain Restaurant
“Current Drug Trends & Medication Meddling” ~ Special Agent Alan McGill
Break ~ Confection Lobby
“I’ve Fallen, But I Can Get Up!” ~ Gary M. Willsch, At The Scene, Inc.
** Free time for registrants ** Board Meeting for Board Members ~ Magnolia “D”
Dinner ~ Cocoa Suite 2-3 ~ “Professional Investigator of the Year” awarded
Hospitality Suite with Karaoke & D.J. Steve ~ Crystal "A" ~ Open Bar for 1.5 hrs., then Cash
Bar

Thursday, September 23, 2021 ~ Wild Rose “A-B”
07:30 – 08:30 a.m.
08:30 – 10:00 a.m.
10:00 – 10:15 a.m.
10:15 – 12:00 p.m.
12:00 – 01:15 p.m.
01:15 – 02:30 p.m.
02:30 – 03:30 p.m.
03:30 – 03:40 p.m.
03:40 – 04:10 p.m.
04:10 p.m.

Continental Breakfast ~ Magnolia “C”
“Elder Abuse & Nursing Home Investigations” ~ Churchill Huston, Esquire
Break ~ Confection Lobby
“Covert Surveillance & Assessment” ~ Jim Nanos, PI Magazine
Lunch ~ "Revelry"
“Ransomware Hackers & Attacks Crippling Our Nation” ~ John Sancenito, INA, Inc.
"Stealing Wyeth" - The investigation into the theft of the infamous Wyeth Paintings (books
available for purchase) ~ Bruce Mowday, Author & Newspaper Journalist
Break ~ Confection Lobby
“House Bill 37” & Constables Doing Security Work ~ James Freeman, Esquire
Closing Remarks & Door Prizes (must be present to win) ~ President Eileen Law

Schedule is Subject to Change

As District Attorney of Luzerne County for eight years now, I have unsurprisingly overseen many high
profile investigations both criminal and non-criminal in nature. Not unexpectedly, our office will often be
contacted by Licensed Investigators (LIs) conducting their own investigation on behalf of a party or the party’s
attorney.
It is not lost on me that, at times, LIs are met with certain undeserved (but on rare occasion deserved)
animosity by the official investigators in a case. Preliminarily, I do not hesitate to relay that I, myself, come
from a civil litigation background, as do many of my supervising and part-time attorneys. As such, we certainly
understand the important role LIs play in unearthing the true facts and evidence of a case. The work of the LI
is often the difference between victory and defeat; however, as you hopefully agree, bringing a criminal to
justice or clearing an innocent accused by the officials charged with those duties in the name of society must
supersede the important, private work for which a party may hire an LI.
Against that backdrop, I was asked by your editor to share my perspective an issue many LIs may face
as seen from my perspective as District Attorney.
Roles of the LI
Like many professionals, the LI is required to wear many hats. For the purposes of this article, please
permit me to focus on the three roles we encounter most frequently: 1) the criminal defendant’s investigator;
2) the subsequent civil case investigator and 3) the follow up investigator.
The Criminal Defense Investigator:
Initially, as you know, due to the requirements of the Private Detective Act of 1953, LIs are often
retired police investigators, some of whom find it difficult to represent an accused. Nonetheless, we recognize
this role is an important one in the criminal justice system. Thus, all LIs likely know that police investigators
and prosecutors alike are bound by very specific rules pertaining to the conduct of criminal investigations, the
information shared with defendants and their defense teams and the prosecution of the case. As such, we do
not often find ourselves working with LIs performing this function.
The Civil Case Investigator:
From the inception of many incidents that result in a criminal case, a civil case often follows. Many of
you have likely been a part of a car accident for example which resulted from a Driving under the Influence
(DUI) incident. Whether charges resulted or not, the police often initiated and conducted some manner of
investigation into the incident. Thereafter, a civil attorney picks up the case and required further investigation

because the elements to be proven by that attorney can be irrelevant to a criminal case (i.e. – money damages
from lost wages).
The Follow-Up Investigator:
Lastly, following a criminal investigation – especially when an arrest does not result - we are contacted
regarding a follow-up investigation. The family of the victim will hire an LI to perform an independent
investigation. Sometimes this investigation is commenced because it is difficult to accept a loss for which no
one is to blame. We see this most often in case of accidents (which do not also involve criminal activity),
suicides and drug overdoses. The LI plays a vital role in helping the family cope with the result, presuming of
course the validity of the initial investigation.
Access to Investigative Files
In the cases of both the Follow-Up and Civil Investigator, I have received frequent requests by an LI to
“review” or “gain access” to our file on the incident the LI has been hired to investigate. As the retired law
enforcement LIs know, the boots-on-the-ground investigators have already had their supervisors, an assistant
prosecutor, and a supervising prosecutor looking over their shoulder and poring over their work. They rarely
are very accepting of an outside party or agency also scrutinizing them. I realize that this description of the LI’s
work is literally imprecise, but accurate in how it is often perceived.
As every experienced investigator knows, it is one thing to read about an investigation and dissect a
theory; however, it is quite another to see a witness’ reaction or hear a tone of voice versus read a statement
or stand inside a scene versus review the photography.
All of the foregoing notwithstanding, to share or not to share a file: that is not the question; rather, the
question is whether sharing violates the Criminal History Records Information Act (CHRIA).
CHRIA apply to any agency of the Commonwealth or its political subdivisions which collects, maintains,
disseminates or receives criminal history record information. In other words, all District Attorneys, Attorneys
General, state and local police and the like. Also worth noting is the fact that, on its face, the Act appears to
only apply to criminal history, it is actually a misnomer. “Criminal History Record Information” is defined as
information collected by criminal justice agencies concerning individuals, and arising from the initiation of a
criminal proceeding, consisting of identifiable descriptions, dates and notations of arrests, indictments,
informations or other formal criminal charges and any dispositions arising therefrom. The term does not
include information already made public by police blotters, public filing, announcements, etc.
Under CHRIA, these agencies shall not disseminate such information to any department, agency or
individual unless the department, agency or individual requesting the information is a criminal justice agency
requesting the information in connection with its duties. Additionally, the request must be based on
enumerated, reliable identification factors.
In my opinion, the purpose of the Act is not really to stifle further private investigation, but rather to
avoid the chilling effect that the leaking of that information would have on future police investigations. In light
of the existing reluctance of witnesses, imagine the detrimental effect of being dragged into depositions,
cross-examinations and civil trials as a result of a statement given to police in a criminal investigation.
Remember that false statements to law enforcement is a crime. Police often obtain information under the
color of their authority which should not be then shared with those not subject to the same legal restriction.

In sum, while, as a matter of course, it is a bad practice to just share an investigative file which contains
work product, opinions and theories of investigators, such a practice is also prohibited by law. However, law
enforcement agencies may be able to share certain information that has been made public, is publicly
accessible – but not easily found, or is not subject to CHRIA restrictions. It would be a daunting task to search
public records to see if anything is relevant to what you are seeking. Sometimes a conversation with
investigators or prosecutors can lead you to public documents with statements or attached exhibits that,
while utilized for court purposes, are now in the public domain. To paraphrase a certain group of poet
laureates, you can’t always get it the way you want it, but if you try – sometimes – you get what you need.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR:
Stefanie Salavantis is the Luzerne County District Attorney. Elected in 2011 and winning re-election in
2015, Stefanie, like every District Attorney throughout this great country, fights every day to keep our
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her primary goal was to strengthen the communication between all law enforcement departments,
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For those of you that have had a lab for a while or are just getting started these
are some great guidelines to streamline and maximize your time in the lab. From
procedure steps to the machine options there are always choices that a lot of
times will depend on how much you want to spend. This article will review the
first stage of the setup. Part 2 will focus on the second stage of setting up a lab
including staffing and management of a lab.
Step 1. What is the purpose of your lab?
Knowing what types of digital evidence, you want to process will help you to
determine what equipment you need and the processes you should have in
place. It is always a good idea to know what types of data you want to be
processing if you are processing for-profit and to determine how long it will take
you to get the money you invested in the lab back. If you are the public sector
the same principles apply to make sure you are using your budget wisely.
Conduct a thorough evaluation of your capabilities and the availability of
resources. We recommend doing a quick analysis that allows you to see what is
going to work and what is not before you start investing.
Some questions to answer include:
1. What digital forensic services are you offering? For example, will this lab be a fullservice digital forensics lab that handles all types of devices and casework, or will it be a
lab that is focused on one particular niche such as mobile forensics?
2. What types of devices will you be examining (PCs, servers, tablets, smartphones, USB
drives, DVRs, game consoles)?
3. What types of operating systems and file systems will you need to examine? Will
these include Windows, Mac/iOS, Linux/Unix, Android, Chrome, NTFS, FAT, YAFFS, and
EXT? Don’t forget there is always accessory data as well such as SQLite, Plist, EXIF, and
live memory data as well.

One final area is making sure you can extract, export, search, and to convert
different types of data. This will be important so you know in the end what you
are going to be providing as a work product. Whether it is reports, exports, or
both you need to make sure you have a plan so that you add the science of a
repeatable process into your digital forensic lab.
Once you define your services you will be able to better meet your customer’s
need. Make sure they are also areas you are interested in. Digital forensics is an
ongoing skill set that requires continue education and development.
Step 2. What space do you have or need?
The first concern is always space as you need to keep your forensic area clear
of other matters. Two reasons for this can make a big impact on you. The first is
that evidence should always be treated as precious cargo and needs to be
maintained, locked up, and have controlled access. Keep environmental controls
in mind with a clean, cool, and dry environment. Nothing is worse than having
damage happen to evidence due to poor controls.
The second is the mental health of your staff. When you are dealing with
potential items that can be mentally harmful you must have a set area to keep it
in. That way you can walk away from that zone and work from a separate area
for day to day matters.
This second point is one often overlooked in digital forensics and needs to be
addressed as a primary need. Keeping your mind sharp is part of what makes
you a good digital forensic examiner and knowing you can close the door on a
case and take a break is a great way to facilitate this.
Chain-of-custody issues need to be considered as well as the increased
likelihood that evidence could be lost, misplaced, or damaged while in transit.
You may also want to consider who your main clients are for your lab. Will the
lab be convenient for them and does this matter? The location of your lab may
also have a large impact on some of the upcoming topics we will be reviewing,
such as network connectivity, environmental controls, power requirements, and
security controls.

The Paraben lab uses lab tickets to help manage the intake of evidence into the
lab. Those tickets are kept with the evidence as an internal tracking tool on top
of the traditional chain-of-custody forms.
Finally, keep in mind digital forensics is not a spectator sport and the lab area
should not be viewed by the rest of your workforce. Keep the data clean, secure,
and private to ensure that any materials reviewed are done so in a professional
manner.
Step 3. What equipment do you have or need?
As with many geeks out there you might have a bunch of equipment that you
can use in your lab. There is nothing wrong with building a forensic workstation
as long as you keep a few things in mind.
1. Make sure the processing power matches what you are working on.
2. Have a clean drive with a licensed operating system
3. Dedicate the machine to digital forensics.
When it comes to processing power needs change based on the types of
evidence you deal with. Keep that in mind if you want to invest in one machine
or two machines so you can dedicate a system for computer evidence
processing and one to mobile evidence processing. Some labs will dedicate
the less powerful systems to acquisition and have a primary power system for
actually breaking down the data. No matter which option you use it is always a
good idea to have more than one machine in a lab and then have options in the
configuration.
Choosing a workstation configuration is an important step. The effectiveness of
digital examiners depends on the way the workstation is configured. The
workstation should work as quietly as possible. Silent workstation performance
is achieved by using low-noise fans and passive cooling systems.
We recommend using two or more monitors for each workstation. The most
effective work is achieved when a digital examiner uses two workstations in its
work.

There are many forensic workstation providers out there such as Digital
Intelligence, Forensic Computers, EDAS Fox, SUMURI, and many more. You
can work with anyone of these vendors to design a workstation that fits your
needs. Many of the custom workstations will come with specialized equipment
such as write blockers built into the machines.
Keep in mind you also need to consider the storage of your evidence. Who will
need to access the image files and where will they need to be accessed? Will
you store image files on individual hard drives, on your forensic workstations, on
a network storage device, or some hybrid?
Many organizations will choose to set up a storage network. There are lots of
options available for this configuration. The best practice is for your digital
forensics lab to have a stand-alone network consisting of its cabling, switch, and
router. This lab-specific network will allow all devices within the lab to
communicate with each other in a secure environment while allowing
connectivity to the existing corporate network infrastructure and the Internet
through specific secured ports and protocols. Implementing a lab-specific
network can be done relatively inexpensively depending on the type of hardware
you choose to implement and the installation costs for cabling.
Step 4. What software do you need?
Software is one of the highest expenses beyond people that you will have in
your lab. The cost of software in digital forensics varies greatly between
manufacturers. Keep in mind those costs are often higher just based on the size
of the manufacturer you are dealing with. When purchasing software you need
to do a comparison of all your different choices. Just because a company is the
largest in the business doesn’t mean that other smaller companies don’t have
something that is just as good.
Do an honest evaluation and make your decisions based on a few key points.

You don’t want to just pick a random tool for
the internet for a job. Make sure the tool is
designed to work with items as digital
evidence. There is a lot that goes into the
backend behind the scenes to make sure all
that data is dealt with properly.
2. Evaluate the company service
When you add digital forensic software into
your lab you are starting a relationship with that
company. You want to make sure you know
who they are and how quickly they will resolve
issues you will have. Having issues when
dealing with the large variety of data that exists
in digital forensics is inevitable.
3. Is it supporting what you need?
Don’t get caught up in a trend when you are
starting a lab. Make sure you are getting tools
that support what you need not what is hot. If
your client base is not doing a lot of chat in
WhatsApp then that should not be a feature
you require your tool to have.
4. Have more than one tool
Don’t think that you get a one and done when it
comes to digital forensic software. You need to
make sure you get a primary tool and a
backup. Digital evidence should always be
processed and cross-verified. There are lots of
free and open-source options available such
1. Always pick from forensic companies

as Autopsy that can be part of your lab. Get a foundation tool and cross-validate with something that
is more budget-friendly. Take a look at our Validation eBook for the process to follow.
Many times, comparison charts are available, check the charts and ask how they generate them to
ensure that the data you are seeing is fair and complete before following in a potential marketing trap.
Subscribe to our blog to get other helpful hints that will guide you in the world of digital forensics. Part
2 of this blog is scheduled for July 2020.
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PALI Member Spotlight:

EACH ISSUE A PALI Member will be spotlighted for her/his accomplishments in the Law
Enforcement /Private Investigative world. Members will be able to forward suggestions of future
spotlight members following these simple rules:
1 – NO SELF SUBMISSIONS
2 – Submitting Member must be a member of PALI in good standing.
3 – SPOTLIGHT Member must be a member of PALI in good standing.
4 – Submission shall include a brief, 750 words or less, BIO of the candidate that does NOT list every
school, training, or good deed. The BIO should capture what the MEMBER has done that has
changed the way PALI or the Private Investigation industry or Law Enforcement does business or
capture what makes the candidate worthy of spotlighting.
Think big picture.
PALI Guidon SUMMER 2020 Member SPOTLIGHT
SUBMITTING MEMBER: Eileen Law

Edgar F. Linton, Jr.
PALI is very fortunate to have Ed Linton on the Board of Directors as our Compliance Officer. He
wears many hats, and the one he wears in this role he wears very well.
Ed is a former Police Officer with the Altoona Police Department. He studied criminal justice at Penn
State University, and attended Wilson Christian Academy in Pittsburgh. He has been performing
investigations for nearly 30 thirty years most especially serving Altoona, Blair, Bedford, Cambria and
central Pennsylvania counties.
He is a sports fanatic, most especially for the Pittsburgh Steelers. Ed has two sons, a daughter and a
granddaughter. He became licensed as a private detective in1991.
When a complaint comes in to PALI about a private detective, Ed jumps on it and does his due
diligence. He does it quickly, thoroughly and fairly. He frequently spends time on the phone and in
person with district attorneys all over. He gets to the bottom of the complaint and makes
recommendations based on what he has found.
The bulk of Ed's work is in criminal, civil, general and domestic investigations. He also provides child
custody investigations, pre-employment screening, trial preparation, service of process, background
checks and missing persons cases. He enjoys the variety of each case he takes on. He claims he is
no Magnum P.I. as he doesn't sport around in a Ferrari. Eileen Law says, "It doesn't matter what Ed

drives. He is the epitome of a decent and kind human being with attention to detail and a heart of
gold. We are very lucky to have him."

Ed can be reached at (814) 540-9465, or by emailing ED427pa@atlanticbb.net. He can also be found on the website: edlinton.com. He is truly an
asset to our fine organization.
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There are over two million people in jail or prison in the United States. i There is no scientific
formula that can be applied to how many are innocent, but it is believed to be anywhere from two
percent to as much as ten percent. ii Even on the low end, that equates to tens of thousands of
innocent men and women who have been wrongfully convicted. Multiple contributing factors lead to
wrongful convictions including false or coerced statements, ineffective assistance of counsel,
lackadaisical police work, prosecutorial misconduct, false witnesses or jailhouse snitches, deceitful
witnesses and even dishonest expert witnesses. For these very reasons, the defense must conduct
its own investigation instead of relying on the investigation conducted by the prosecutorial team.
As an investigator with over 30 years of experience, I have worked with numerous attorneys on
hundreds of cases. I see firsthand that an investigator can be key to advancing a winning defense.
Unfortunately, I have also observed how a disconnect or delay in utilizing the services of an
investigator have compromised the defense. Keep the following in mind on your next case.
First, Don’t Delay
Surveillance videos may be lost over time, potential witnesses move and memories fade.
These are just three of the myriad of reasons why an investigator should join the defense team as
early as possible. The investigator then can analyze the case as it develops and gather information
long before witnesses become tainted. This normally happens after witnesses get together to discuss
their stories and the facts get conflated.
An experienced investigator will often memorialize witness accounts before an overzealous
prosecution team taints their story and/or recollection. In my experience it has not been unusual for
the prosecutor to manipulate naïve witnesses to modify their recollection of the relevant events.
Second, Choose Wisely and Ensure Your Investigator is Licensed
What kind of investigator should you be looking for? Not all investigators are the same. In the
past a good majority of private licensed investigators had retired from a law enforcement career. Over
the past two decades there has been a significant increase in private investigators without the typical
law enforcement background. A law enforcement background is not a prerequisite for a respectable
licensed investigator in the private sector. You should be looking for an investigator who is a good
listener, has a professional demeanor, exhibits strong problem-solving skills, and is a “people
person.” A good investigator will be responsive and confident, a critical thinker, persistent,
trustworthy, creative and, when needed, tenacious.
Does the investigator you are considering have any advanced training or specialized
certification in the industry? There are many different certifications, a few examples are:
•
Board Accredited Investigator (BAI)
•
Board-Certified Criminal Defense Investigator (CCDI)
•
Certified Legal Investigator (CLI)
•
Certified Fraud Examiner (CFE)
•
Certified International Investigator (CII)

•
•

Certified Protection Professional (CPP)
Professional Certified Investigator (PCI)

In the United States, there are only a few states that do not require a license to work as a
private investigator. Those states are Idaho, Mississippi, South Dakota and Wyoming. Pennsylvania
Licensed Private Detectives are governed by the Private Detective Act of 1953. There are two types
of licenses issued in Pennsylvania; an “individual license” for an individual or a “corporate license” for
a corporate private detective agency. The license is issued by the court of common pleas in the
county where the investigator’s office is located.
It is important to ensure that the investigator is licensed, and you should request to have the
investigator provide you with a copy of the license. The danger of working with an unlicensed private
investigator is that the investigator’s work product may be deemed inadmissible in court. Pursuant to
the Private Detective Act of 1953, investigations and other activity by an unlicensed investigator may
be considered a criminal offense.
You may be able to verify an investigator’s license by searching the Unified Judicial System of
Pennsylvania Web Portal. iii Under the Case Information, select the “Common Pleas Court,” “Search
Type,” select either “Participant Name” or “Organization” if it is a corporate license, under “Docket
Type” select: “Miscellaneous.” Depending on the practices within a county by the Clerk of Courts, as
to how much information is entered, you may be able click on the docket to pull up the details on
when the license was issued and the term.
Currently, Pennsylvania requires that a licensed private detective only be bonded and not
insured. As ridiculous as this may sound, Pennsylvania does not mandate insurance -- which is not in
anyone’s best interest. I would strongly recommend that each investigator you retain has general
liability insurance since he is working on your behalf.
A law firm may hire an in-house investigator. If the investigator is an employee on the firm’s
payroll and not an independent contractor, then the investigator is not required to hold a private
detective license. Nevertheless, I suggest that even in-house investigators should be licensed.
Becoming licensed by satisfying state licensing requirements increases the credibility of in-house
investigators when they testify or are deposed. Further, it alleviates any ambiguity about the
investigator’s background, capabilities, experience and education within the profession.
Do You Have the Right Investigator for Your Case?
What experience does the investigator have? Does the investigator have experience with
criminal defense work? There are over 50 different investigative specialties. For example, there are
surveillance investigators who are pros at conducting mobile surveillance for workers’ compensation
cases. However, they may not be the best investigators for a criminal defense investigation.
The best way to find a qualified private investigator is by seeking referrals from your peers. A
recommendation from a colleague originates with the verification that the investigator has the
experience you need on your team. Another method for finding a qualified licensed private
investigator is through a state’s PI Association. Most states have their own PI association. In
Pennsylvania, the state association is the Pennsylvania Association of Licensed Investigators (PALI).
Through the association’s website, you can search on its “Find Member” tab. Then refine your search
by key words, company, last name, specialty, city, county, metropolitan area, state or zip code. There
are also many different national associations which can assist in finding qualified private detectives
including the Council for International Investigators, Intellenet, the National Association of Legal
Investigators, and the World Association of Detectives. Each national association of licensed

investigators has its own requirements to become a member. For example, Intellenet requires ten
years investigative experience. To put that in perspective, Pennsylvania requires three years of
experience to become licensed and New Jersey requires five years.
Third, Vouch for Me
Criminal defense clients are often suspicious and distrustful. When you retain an investigator,
make sure that your client and his family understands that an investigator is on the defense team.
Much time has been lost by investigators who need to convince criminal defendants that they have
been hired by the defense before defendants or defense-favorable witnesses are willing to cooperate.
Counsel the defendant to be honest and open with the defense investigator.
Fourth, Understand My Method
As a Board-Certified Criminal Defense Investigator, iv I recommend that investigators, when
given the investigative opportunity, follow the Component Method. v The six components of criminal
defense investigation as defined by the Component Method are as follows and will be explained in
more detail below:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investigative Case Review and Analysis
The Defendant Interview
Crime Scene Examination, Diagrams and Photography
Victim and Witness Background Investigations
Witness Interviews and Statements
Report of Investigation and Testifying

Keep these six investigative principles and the promised descriptions of each in mind when
working with your investigator.
Investigative Case Review and Analysis
Investigators should conduct a detailed review and analysis of all police reports, witness
statements, affidavits, subpoenas and any and all documents associated with the investigation.
Every page and every sentence should be scrutinized for anything that the investigator finds to
dispute and impeach the statement or document based on factual evidence. Law Enforcement,
although respected and appreciated, are not infallible. Due to their large caseloads, some police
detectives sometimes cut corners. In the initial review and analysis, your investigator may identify
other witnesses who were not
interviewed by law enforcement. During the review and analysis phase, your investigator should also
create a timeline of events and facts.
The Defendant Interview
A thorough and complete interview should be conducted with the defendant (client) as soon as
possible. I have been involved in investigations in which the defendant was not interviewed until 18
months later! The delay can adversely impact the defense because a defendant can often provide
key information to help with his defense. I have spoken with defendant/clients on numerous
occasions, even after the initial interview, which allows for a more open and honest exchange of
information.
Crime Scene Examination, Diagrams and Photography

Investigators should visit the crime scene as soon possible. This is often overlooked, but
important for the Investigator to do, regardless of how much time has passed. The crime scene
examination should include video, photographs and diagrams. The investigator needs to be extremely
detailed during this inspection and leave no stones unturned. Expert witnesses such as blood splatter
experts, forensics, ballistics, etc. may also be needed. A seasoned professional investigator usually
has worked with these experts in the past and if not, the investigator’s peers and contacts can assist
in locating the expert that is needed.
Victim and Witness Background Investigations
Who is the purported victim? What is the victim’s background, criminal record, civil litigation
history, arrests, and address history? This is a small sampling of what the investigator should be
looking
for regarding the victim. A detailed profile of the victim should be provided to counsel. If possible, the
victim should also be interviewed by the investigator. I have worked several PCRA vi cases during
which I have shown the victim a picture of the defendant and his response was “Who is that?” -- this
makes for a great affidavit or recanted statement.
Witness Interviews and Statements
The investigator can help to locate witnesses that were mentioned in the reports and take
impartial statements or affidavits. Sometimes subsequent witness statements will contradict the
original statements to police. Further, while speaking to witnesses the investigator will oftentimes
learn of additional witnesses that were not previously identified. It is also important to conduct
detailed background checks on all witnesses. The investigator can also alert the attorney to any
hostile or damaging witnesses whose testimony would be counterproductive to the defense.
Report of Investigation and Testifying
The investigator should be present and assist with all proffers, depositions and trials. The
prosecution will have its detectives present. The defense investigator is intimate with the case details,
witnesses, victim, defendant, and all other facts of the case. He can assist with filling in the blanks or
providing the facts that he uncovered during his impartial investigation. The prosecution may still use
pretext, unorthodox methods and good cop/bad cop coercions during the proffer. The client should
have both his investigator and attorney present to represent him.
What should my report look like? If requested by the attorney, a Comprehensive Report of
Investigation can be completed by the investigator. The report should include a synopsis of the case,
details about the investigative case review, summary of defendant interview, witness and victim
interviews, crime scene description and analysis, a timeline of events and summary of investigation
and findings.
Additionally, it is a good strategy for the investigator to prepare investigative memos for the
attorney labeled “Attorney Work Product, Privileged and Confidential” to update the defense team
with pertinent information regarding the investigation.
Fifth, Let Me Help You During Voir Dire
An investigator can provide background information for the attorney during jury selection. What
do you really know about each juror? Would it be helpful to know about the juror’s criminal history,
judgments, liens, marital status, family members, political affiliation and social media activity? The

investigator’s background profiles of jurors (pre- or post-trial) can help the attorney develop a line of
questioning to establish possible bias, support a challenge for cause, make decisions during the voir
dire or support a request for mistrial because of jury misrepresentation and deception.
Sixth, Understand that Social Media is an Integral Part of Every Investigation
Social media due diligence should be conducted in almost every segment of the investigation.
Therefore, it deserves to be listed in a category by itself. Social media sites like Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, Snapchat, Pinterest, Vimeo, LinkedIn and YouTube have become an integral part of every
investigation. Social media can be researched for information related to the crime scene, the crime
itself, witnesses, victims, the investigating officers, and possibly even the prosecution.
There are also numerous mobile payment apps like Venmo (owned by PayPal) that should be
included during the social media review. Mobile apps like Venmo have different privacy settings.
Users commonly allow their privacy settings to remain public permitting anyone the opportunity to
search for them. If the settings are public, we can see payments that the users sent or received, to
whom or from whom the payment was sent or received, and often the reason why the mobile
payment was sent or received. This information can help to deduce valuable information such as
relationships, locations, purchases and other personal data that may aid with the investigation.
In Closing
A licensed professional investigator should be used as an integral part of the defense team
from the commencement of the case. His or her knowledge and experience significantly differ from
that of the attorney. It is important to make sure you have an investigator that has the experience and
skill set that would allow him or her to satisfy expectations and complete the investigation in a legal,
ethical and professional manner. Interview a potential investigator and review his competencies,
experience, education, professional development and curriculum vitae. Further, it is important to
verify that he is licensed in the state where any investigation would be needed. It is also
recommended that you confirm that the investigator has at a minimum general liability insurance.
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TikTok, was the most downloaded app in the United States in 2018 and is reported to be the 7th most
downloaded app of the decade. A research firm, Sensor Tower, estimated the app to have been
downloaded over 800 million times worldwide; although, another source estimates as of today it is
even higher with an estimated 1.5 billion downloads. Tiktok allows users to create videos ranging
from 3 to 60 seconds. The app is owned by a Bejing based firm by the name of ByteDance, founded
by Zhang Yiming in 2012.
Let’s step back just a bit for a moment. Do you remember the incredibly popular TEENAGE app
called Musical.ly? Well in November 2017, the parent company of TikTok purchased Musical.ly for
$1 billion dollars. Statistics show that 41% of the users on TikTok range in the ages of 16 to 24 and
with its popularity this platform has shot up to the top for the younger age group to try and become
TikTok famous. As with any app that pushes itself toward this generation, comes the concerns of
predators and their ability to reach them via the internal messaging system. Recently, one of the
largest charity groups in the UK, National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, conducted
an in-depth survey of 40,000 students. Their report found that 25% of children admitted to connecting
with a stranger and it further found that 1 in 20 of these children were asked to strip during live
streams. Another important factor users should be aware of is that TikTok automatically sets all
accounts to public. Users have also found TikTok videos surfacing that they didn’t upload; however,
had saved to their phone. Some of which are being used in ads.
Now looking into some of the concerns: In 2019 TikTok was found to be illegally collecting children’s
data, under the age of 13, and was fined by the FTC in the amount of $5.7 million. The collection of
data violated COPPA (Children’s Online Privacy Protection Act) which protects children under the age
of 13 from companies collecting information without parental improvement. Further accusations of
data gathering came about in the end of 2019; whereas, a class action lawsuit from the US claims
that TikTok installed “Chinese surveillance software” that violated consumer protection laws. Large
amounts of private and personal identifiable user data were gathered and transferred to servers in
China. A US college student by the name of Misty Hong filed another class action lawsuit when she
found TikTok had transferred her information, including “users’ locations, ages, private messages,
phone numbers, contacts, genders, browsing histories, cellphone serial numbers, and IP addresses”
to a Chinese server.
The concern over Chinese collection of data and the way it is controlling political information has
become a national security issue. Chinese law requires Chinese companies to comply with
government intelligence operations. With the ability of collecting massive amounts of data, the
concern has become so real that both the US Navy and US Army has banned all enlisted from using
this Chinese app on government phones. An Army spokeswoman, Lt. Col. Robin Ochoa, told
Military.com “It is considered a cyber threat.”
Not only can TikTok collect this data from your device, but if you choose to link it to other social media
networks “(such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, or Google), we may collect information from these
social media services, including your contact lists for these services and information relating to your
use of the Platform in relation to these services.”

A quick look at TikTok’s privacy policy shows the amount of collection:
https://www.tiktok.com/legal/privacy-policy?lang=en#privacy-us
Not to be ignorant in the fact that almost all apps collect a certain amount of information, some more
aggressively than others. The concern is who is actually data-mining this data from this particular
app and what the use of the data will be used for.
Update since the article was first written.
As many as you have seen in the news, the President is currently looking at trying to ban the use of
TikTok due to the aforementioned concerns. Microsoft has since come forward with the fact that it
was interested in purchasing parts of TikTok. Reuters reported today “Microsoft Corp (MSFT.O) said
on Monday it was in talks with ByteDance to buy parts of TikTok after U.S. President Donald Trump
reversed course on a plan to ban the app on national security grounds and gave the firms 45 days to
strike a deal.” However, it doesn’t look like China is too happy and may not be interested in
conversation as “China will not accept the “theft” of a Chinese technology company”.
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-tiktok-chinaidUSKCN25002I?utm_campaign=trueAnthem%3A+Trending+Content&utm_medium=trueAnthem&ut
m_source=facebook
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When able we shall be posting various kudos, congratulations, thank-yous, and farewells. Should
you feel the information you have will benefit the readership. Please submit it to me for review and
possible inclusion in upcoming Guidon’s.
First, a thank you received from Karen Fry, wife of Deceased member Jeff Fry.

Second, in an e-mail to the membership, Longtime member Harry Van Vliet has announced his
retirement:
My time has come to retire. I have not been able to regain my strength from my stroke in February of
2019. I had planned to be back to work by July 2020, but that has not happened.
I would like to thank the members who I’ve worked with over the years for their cooperation.
I would especially like to thank Jim Carino who stood by me during this difficult time.
A thank you to the board of directors also for their concerns.
Thanks again to everyone at P A L I.
Harry R. Van Vliet
Van Vliet Investigations
Williamsport, PA
hrvanvliet@comcast.net
We wish Harry all the best in retirement!

What better way to end a newsletter than with food!?! Each edition shall try to share a “Secret” recipe
with members. Many will be able to be eaten with one hand while on surveillance. Others will need a
bib and towelettes I am sure. Got a favorite Secret Recipe, share it with me at frank@deandrea.biz
A word of warning: If you share with me your Mother’s secret recipe for Lasagna please know your
secret will NOT be safe with me as I will be revealing all my sources.

This Editions Secret Recipe
Mississippi Mudd Pie

Submitted by: Eileen Law, President CIA Detective Agency
Here is a recipe that is easy and served at one of the finer restaurants in Chester County:
7 Oz Oreo Cookies (crushed fine with cream still in – a food processor works best)
2 Oz melted butter
Add butter to Oreos and mix
Press Aluminum Foil into Pie Pan and press Oreo mixture into pan on foil.
Freeze. Then pull foil out of pan and peel off crust.
Fill w/2 lbs. favorite ice cream (coffee or vanilla works best)
Chocolate Sauce:
2 Oz Semisweet Chocolate
2 Tablespoons water
3 Tablespoons Karo Light Corn Syrup
1 Tablespoon butter
Heat water, Karo & butter until it boils.
Stir in chocolate. Let cool, then spread.
The calories are worth it!
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As the GUIDON Grows each issue I will attempt to post information pertaining to what members are up to,
Trainings and seminars being held.
Any member who has something of interest for the good of the order should submit it to the Editors for
review and possible inclusion in the upcoming Guidon Newsletter.

UPCOMING TRAINING:

Jeff Stein, LPI, BAI, CCDI, V.S.M.
President at ELPS Private Detective Agency & Owner of PA Digital Surveillance Systems, LLC
Downingtown, Pennsylvania shall be hosting a Zoom webinar on – “Investigating Outside The Box”
Tuesday, September 15th at 11 am
Members may join the meeting with the following LINK:
Join Zoom Meeting
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/85012609237
Meeting ID: 850 1260 9237

With this, the second Voyage of the PALI Guidon is complete. I would like to thank everyone who has made it
to the end of this newsletter as well as the individuals who have spent their valuable time preparing
information, articles and documents for this Newsletter to stand back up.
I hope that as we progress there will be much less content by the editor and much more content written and
submitted by the audience, You PALI Members.
I ask that you share the link to this newsletter and that you share your thoughts with me at
frank@deandrea.biz so we can make this the best newsletter any organization has. We already have the best
founders and membership.
Until the next issue: wash your hands often, cough into your elbow, wear your mask, keep your powder dry
and your blade whet. Fair Winds and Following Seas!
Stay safe,
Frank
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